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Abstract
Several analytical models of fully-adaptive routing have
recently been proposed for wormhole-routed k-ary ncubes under the uniform traffic pattern. However, there
has been hardly any model reported yet that deals with
other important non-uniform traffic patterns, such as hot
spots. As a result, most studies have resorted to simulation
when evaluating the performance merits of adaptive
routing. This paper describes the first analytical model of
fully-adaptive wormhole routing in k-ary n-cubes in the
presence of hot spot traffic. Results from simulation show
close agreement with those predicted by the model.

1. Introduction
Most current multicomputers employ wormhole-routed
k-ary n-cubes for low-latency and high-bandwidth interprocessor communication. The two most popular instances
of k-ary n-cubes are the hypercube and torus. The former
has been used in early systems, e.g. the Cosmic Cube [17]
while the latter has been adopted in recent machines like
the J-machine [14], and CRAY T3D [9].
Existing multicomputers [9, 13, 14] have widely
adopted deterministic routing due to its simplicity and ease
of implementation. However, messages cannot use
alternative paths to avoid congested channels. Fullyadaptive routing overcomes the limitations of deterministic
routing by enabling messages to explore all available
paths. Several authors have proposed fully-adaptive
routing algorithms that require a minimal number of
virtual channels to ensure deadlock-freedom [8]. For
example, the routing algorithm proposed by Duato [7]
divides the virtual channels into two classes: a and b. At
each routing step, a message visits adaptively any available
virtual channel from class a. If all the virtual channels
belonging to class a are busy, it visits a virtual channel
from class b using deterministic routing.
Analytical models of deterministic routing in

wormhole-routed k-ary n-cubes have been widely reported
in the literature [1, 3, 4, 6]. Several researchers have
recently proposed analytical models of fully-adaptive
routing under the uniform traffic pattern [2, 12, 15].
Recent studies [8] have revealed that the performance
advantages of adaptive routing over deterministic routing
are more noticeable when traffic is non-uniform due, for
example, to the presence of hot spots in the network [16].
To our best knowledge, no study has been reported in
literature for modelling hot spots in wormhole-routed
networks, and consequently most studies have resorted to
simulation to evaluate the performance benefits of adaptive
routing in the presence of hot spot traffic [8]. In an effort
to fill this gap, this paper proposes the first analytical
model for computing the mean message latency in k-ary ncubes with fully-adaptive wormhole routing in the
presence of hot spot traffic. The model is developed for
Duato’s fully-adaptive routing algorithm [7].

2. The Analytical Model
Details of the router structure used in the analysis can
be found in [15]. The model uses assumptions that are
widely used in the literature [1-6, 10, 15].
a) A generated message has a finite probability h of
being directed to the hot spot node, and probability
(1 − h ) of being directed to the other nodes. Let us
refer to these two types of messages as hot spot and
regular messages respectively.
b) Nodes generate traffic independently of each other, and
which follows a Poisson process with a mean rate of
λ messages/cycle consisting of regular and hot spot
portions of hλ and (1 − h )λ respectively.
c) Message length is M flits, each of which is transmitted
in one cycle from one node to the next.
d) The local queue in the source node has infinite
capacity. Moreover, messages are transferred to the
local node as soon as they arrive at their destinations.
e) V virtual channels are used per physical channel. In

Duato’s algorithm [7, 8], class a contains
(V − 2) virtual channels, which are crossed adaptively,
and class b contains two virtual channel, which are
crossed deterministically.

the network channels as channels located nearer to the hot
spot node receive higher traffic rates than those further
away. Consider a channel that is j hops away from the hot
spot node, and let p h be the probability that a hot spot

The mean message latency is composed of the mean
network latency, S , that is the time to cross the network,
and the mean waiting time seen by a message in the source
node, W s . However, to capture the effects of virtual
channels multiplexing, the mean message latency has to be
scaled by a factor, V , representing the average degree of
virtual channels multiplexing, that takes place at a given
physical channel. Therefore, the mean message latency can
be written as
Latency = ( S + W s )V
(1)
The regular and hot spot messages see different
network latencies as they cross different number of
channels to reach their destinations. If S r and S h denote
the mean network latency for regular and hot spot
messages respectively, the mean network latency taking
into account both types of messages is given by
S = (1 − h) S r + h S h
(2)
The average number of hops that a regular message
makes per dimension and in the network are given by [1]
k = (k − 1) / 2
(3)

message uses this channel to reach its destination, which is
the hot spot node. Given that each of the N nodes
generates, on average, hλ hot spot messages in a cycle,

d = nk
(4)
Fully-adaptive routing allows a message to use any
channel that brings it closer to its destination, resulting in
an even traffic rate of regular messages on network
channels. A router in the k-ary n-cube has n output
channels and the node generates, on average, (1 − h)λ
regular messages in a cycle. Since each regular message
travels, on average, d hops to cross the network, the rate
of regular messages received by each channel, λ r , can be
written as [1]
λ r = (1 − h)λ d / n
(5)
The network latency for a message consists of two
parts: one is the delay due to the message transmission
time, and the other is due to the blocking time in the
network. As we shall see, the mean blocking time
experienced by a regular message at a channel is the same
across all the channels along its path. Since a regular
message makes, on average, d hops to reach its
destination, the mean network latency, S r , of a regular
message can therefore be written as
S r = M + d + d Br
(6)
where M is the message length and Br is the mean
blocking time seen by a regular message at a channel.
The hot spot traffic is not uniformly distributed across

j

the rate of hot spot traffic received by the channel, λ h j , is
simply given by
λ h j = hNλp h j

(7)

To compute p h let us refer to the following result from
j
the combinatorial theory.
Proposition [30]: The number of ways to distribute r like
objects into m different cells, such that no cell contains
less than p objects and not more than p + q - 1 objects is
the coefficient of x r − pm in the expansion of the
polynomial (1 − x q )m (1 − x) −m = (1 + x + x 2 + ..... + x q −1)m .
Let us refer to the coefficient of

N pp + q −1 (r , m)

−
x r pm

as

. In [30], its expression is given by

N pp + q −1 ( r , m ) =

∑ ( −1) l (ml )(r −mpm−−ql1+m−1 )
m

(8)

l =0

If the hops made by a message are treated as like
objects and the visited dimensions as different cells the
above proposition can be used to compute the number of
nodes that are i hops away from a given node in the k-ary
n-cube. Given that an i-hop message may make from 0 up
to (k-1) hops along each of the n dimensions, the number
of nodes that are i hops away from a given node is simply

ni = N 0k −1 (i, n ) =

∑ ( −1) l (ln )(i −lkn −+1n −1 )
n

(9)

l =0

The probability, Ph , that a message has used during
j

its network journey a particular channel, located j hops
away from the hot spot node, can be derived as follows.
Consider the set J of all the channels located j hops away
from the hot spot node. Equation (9) gives the number of
elements in the set J as
J = n j −1 ⋅ n
(10)
Recalling that a k-ary n-cube has N nodes, the number
of source nodes for which an element of J can act as
intermediate channel to reach the hot spot node is
j −1

k n − ∑l =0 n l . Therefore, p h can be written as
j

j −1

ph =
j

N − ∑ nl
l =0

N J

=

n ( k −1)
∑ nl
l= j

N J

(11)

A hot spot message encounters different blocking times at
different channels due to the non-uniform traffic rates on
network channels caused by the hot spot traffic. A hot spot
message may visit 1, 2, …, or n(k − 1) channels to reach
the hot spot node. All these cases have to be taken into
account when computing the mean network latency for hot
spot messages. The network latency seen by a j-hop hot
spot message is given by

Sh j = M + j +

j

∑ Bhm, j

(12)

m =1

where Bh , 1 ≤ j ≤ k ( n − 1), is the mean blocking time of
m, j
the j-hop hot spot message at its m-th hop channel. Let θ j
be the probability that a node is j hops away from a given
node (the hot spot node in our specific case). The number
of nodes that are j hops away from a given node can be
obtained using equation (9). Dividing the result over the
total number of nodes yields θ j as

θ j = n j /( N − 1)

(13)

Hence, the mean network latency seen by a hot spot
message, S h , can be expressed by

Sh =

n ( k −1)

∑θ j S h j

n ( k −1) n
j −1
ϕ wj
N
j ,k
j =1

∑

A regular or hot spot message is blocked at a channel
when all the adaptive virtual channels at the remaining
dimensions to be visited and also the deterministic virtual
channels at the lowest dimension still to be visited are
busy. When blocking occurs a message has to wait for a
deterministic virtual channel at the lowest dimension [7].
The mean waiting time depends on the location of the
current channel relatively to the hot spot node as the traffic
rate changes from one channel to the next.
A regular message makes, on average, d hops to cross
the network. Suppose that the message has reached the mthhop (1 ≤ m ≤ d ) channel along its path. This channel can
be between 1 and n(k-1) hops away from the hot spot
node. Let ϕ j,l denote the probability of blocking for a
message which makes, on average, l hops per dimensionin case of a regular message l equals to k - when the
current channel is j hops (1 ≤ j ≤ n(k − 1)) away from the
hot spot node. Moreover, let w j denote the mean waiting
time when blocking occurs at the channel. Since there are
n ⋅ n j −1 channels (equation 10) that are j hops away from
the hot spot node out of the total number of channels in the
network nN, the mean blocking time, Br , for a regular

(15)

Since a regular message makes, on average, k hops per
dimension, the probability of termination, Pt , k , which is
the probability that a message has crossed all the channels
of a given dimension when it reaches a given router, is
therefore given by [1]
Pt ,k = 1 / k
(16)
Hence, the probability that a message still has to visit, say,

β out of the n dimensions, π

π

β ,k

(

)

β ,k

, can be written as

=  n  1 − Pt ,k β P n − β
t ,k
β 

(17)

When β dimensions are still to be visited, a regular
message can select any one of the (V-2) adaptive virtual
channels belonging to the ( β -1) dimensions still to be
visited adaptively. It can also use one of the two
deterministic channels and any one of the (V-2) adaptive
virtual channels at the lowest dimension to be visited
according to deterministic routing [7]. Using equation 17
we can express ϕ

(14)

j =1

message can be written as

Br =

ϕ j ,k =
with

j,k

as

n

∑ π β ,k p aβj−1 pd j

(18)

β =1

p a being the probability that all adaptive virtual
j

channels at a physical channel located j hops away from
the hot spot node are busy and p d being the probability
j

that all adaptive and deterministic virtual channels are
busy. Adapting the same approach used in [15], p a and
j

p d can be expressed as
j

pa j = pV j +
pd j = pV j +

where

pv j

2 p(V −1) j
 V 
 V −1


2 p(V −1) j
 V 


 V −1

+

p(V − 2) j
 V 
 V − 2 



(19)

(20)

represent the probability that v virtual

channels are busy at a physical channel located j hops
away from the hot spot node ( p v j is determined below).
To determine the mean waiting time, w j , to acquire a
virtual channel a physical channel is treated as an M/G/1
queue with a mean waiting time of [11]

wj =

ρ j S j (1 + C S2 )
j

2(1 − ρ j )

(21)

ρ j = λjS j

(22)

C S2 = σ S2 / S 2j
j
j

(23)

where λ j is the traffic rate on the channel located j hops
away from the source node, S j is its service time, and

σ S2 is the variance of the service time distribution. The
j

rate of messages arriving at the channel is composed of
regular and hot spot messages, and is equal to
λ j = λ r + λh j
(24)
Let us assume for a moment that there is no hot spot
traffic present in the network. Since adaptive routing
distributes regular traffic evenly across the network
channels, the mean service time for regular messages is the
same across all channels and is approximately equal to the
mean network latency, S r [2, 15]. The presence of hot
spot traffic, however, causes the service time to vary from
one channel to another due to the non-uniformity of traffic
rates on the channels. When a message reaches a channel
that is j hops away form the hot spot node, the mean
service time considering both regular and hot spot message
can be written as
S j = ( λ r / λ j ) S r + (λ h j / λ j ) S h j
(25)
where S h j is the mean latency seen by a hot spot message
to cross from a channel located j hop away from the hot
spot node to the hot spot node itself. The expression of
S h j is given by
j −1


ξ
(26)
∑  j,i ∑ Bhl +i − j,i 
i= j 
l =1

with ξ j,i being the ratio of the number of nodes which are
j hops away from the hot spot node to the number of nodes
that are i, j ≤ i ≤ n (k − 1), hops away from the hot spot

Sh j = M +

n ( k −1) 

node. Using equation (9) we can write ξ j,i as

ξ j ,i = ni /

(27)

m= j

Since the minimum service time at a channel is equal to
the message length, M, following a suggestion of [6], the
variance of the service time distribution can be
approximated as

σ S2 = ( S j − M ) 2
j

As a result, the mean waiting time becomes



(29)


The possible number of hops made along a given
dimension is between 0 and (k − 1) . Equation (9) can be
used to determine the number of ways to distribute the
hops made by the hot spot message along the n
dimensions. However, instead of considering all the
possible combinations when distributing the hops among
the n dimensions, we consider only the case where the
message makes an equal number of hops per dimension.
This greatly simplifies the computation of the mean
blocking time especially when n and k are large due to the
large number of combinations that has to be considered.
Using this approximation, the calculation of the blocking
time for regular messages can be adapted for hot spot
messages. When the message reaches the m-th hop
channel, it is (j-m+1) hops away from the hot spot node.
The mean blocking time is given by

B hm, j = ϕ j − m +1, j / n w j − m +1

(28)

(30)

The new expressions for the probability of blocking,
ϕ j −m +1, j n , and mean waiting time, w j −m +1 , for hot spot
messages can be obtained by simply substituting j by (jm+1) and k by j / n in the above equations (16)-(29).
A regular message originating from a source node that
is j hops away from the hot spot node sees a network
latency of S r (equation 6), whereas a hot spot message
sees a latency of S h j (equation 12) to reach the hot spot
node. Therefore, the mean network latency for a message
that originates at a source node that is located j hops away
from the hot spot node, S s j , taking into account both
regular and hot spot messages with their appropriate
weights is simply given by
S s j = (1 − h) S r + hS h j
(31)
Modelling the local queue in the source node, located j
hops away from hot spot node, as an M/G/1 queue with the
mean arrival rate λ / V and service time S s j with an
approximated variance

n ( k −1)

∑ nm

 (S j − M )2
λ j S 2j
1 +
2(1− λ j S j )

S 2j


wj =

(S s j − M ) 2

yields the mean

waiting time as

 (S − M )2 
1 + s j

(32)
2


Ss


j
Averaging over all possible values of j gives the mean
waiting time in a source node as
Ws j =

Ws =

λ 2
Ss
V j
λ
2(1− Ss )
V j

n ( k −1)

∑ θ jW s j
j =1

(33)

The probability, p v j , that v virtual channels are busy
at a physical channel located j hops away from the hot spot
node, can be determined using a Markovian model,
yielding the following steady-state solution (see [5, 15] for
details)

Qv j

λ v S v
=  jV j V
λ j S j /(1 − λ j S j )

 V
1 / ∑ Qi
Pv j =  i =0 j
 P0 Q v
 j j

v=0

0 ≤ v <V
v =V

(34)

(35)

1≤ v ≤V

Averaging over all the possible values of j gives the
average degree of multiplexing of virtual channels at a
given physical channel as [5]

V =

n ( k −1)

∑

j =1

V

θj

performance of fully-adaptive routing in k-ary n-cubes in
the presence of hot spot traffic.

4. Conclusions
Several analytical models of fully-adaptive routing
have recently been proposed for wormhole-routed k-ary ncubes under the uniform traffic pattern. This paper has
presented the first analytical model to compute the mean
message latency in the presence of hot spot traffic in
wormhole-routed k-ary n-cubes with fully-adaptive routing
algorithm. Simulation experiments have revealed that the
analytical model produces latency results that are in a good
agreement with those produced through simulation.
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Fig. 1- Latency predicted by the model and simulation in the 8-ary 2-cube and 8-ary 3-cube. Message
length M=32 and 64, hot spot portion h=0.08, 0.16 and 0.24, and number of virtual channels V=3 and 5.

